### Archive 1999-2000s

#### Previous Winners

**2010-2011:** *Obi, Gerbil on the Loose* by M. C. Delaney (grades 3-5) *I.Q.: Independence Hall* by Roland Smith (grades 6-8)

**2009-2010:** *Found* by Margaret Peterson Haddix (grades 3-5) *Runaway* by Wendelin Van Draanen (grades 6-8)

**2008-2009:** *The Ghost's Grave* by Peg Kehret (Grades 3-5) *The Kingdom Keepers* by Ridley Pearson (Grades 6-8)

**2007-2008:** *The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane* by Kate DiCamillo (Grades 3-5) *The Lightning Thief* by Rick Riordan (Grades 6-8)

**2006-2007:** *Cryptid Hunters* by Roland Smith (grades 3-5) *Peter and the Starcatchers* by Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson (Grades 6-8)

**2005-2006:** *Escaping the Giant Wave* by Peg Kehret (Grades 3-5) *Heir Apparent* by Vivian Vande Velde (Grades 6-8)

**2004-2005:** *The City of Ember* by Jeanne DuPrau (Grades 3-5 and 6-8)

**2003-2004:** *Me Tarzan* by Betsy Byars (grades 3-5) *Touching Spirit Bear* by Ben Mickaelsen (Grades 6-8)

**2002-2003:** *Holes* by Louis Sachar. (Grades 3-5 and 6-8)

**2001-2002:** *Because of Winn-Dixie* by Kate DiCamillo (Grades 3-5) *Among the Hidden* by Margaret Peterson Haddix (Grades 6-8)

**2000-2001:** *The Ghost in Room 11* by Betty Ren Wright. (Grades 3-5) *The Ghost of Fossil Glen* by Cynthia DeFelice (Grades 6-8)

**1999-2000:** *The Volcano Disaster* by Peg Kehret. (Grades 3-5) *Jaguar* by Roland Smith (Grades 6-8)